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papers relating to Nexsj Jersey. Volume III., 1779. (Trenton, N. J., 
1906, pp. xi, 786.) This volume is particularly noteworthy for the 
material which it contains bearing upon the progress of the Revolution. 
As New Jersey was the principal field of military operations there are, 
naturally, many news-items concerning engagements and the movement 
of troops, as also many military orders and official announcements. 
Numerous extracts from the Royalist press give us a view of the other 
side of the struggle. We discover too that the loyalists in New Jersey 
were not an inconsiderable body. The frequent notices of robberies and 
advertisements of rewards for stolen property are to be expected; but 
from another class of advertisements, also numerous, it would seem that 
even if horses were frequently stolen horse-raising was profitable. Polit
ical and economic questions are also agitating the Jersey mind. There 
are long and frequent discussions of the state of the country in gen
eral and of the depreciation of the currency in particular, by " A True 
Patr io t" and others, including Governor Livingston. In the opinion of 
" A True Patriot", however, not all the ills are due to depreciated cur
rency. Much and often he bewails the general decay of public spirit, 
patriotism and the social virtues. Along with " Timoleon" he makes 
an attack upon the conduct of Azariah Dunham of the commissary de
partment, and even hurls his criticisms at the Continental Congress. 
There are numerous annotations in the volume, mainly biographical, 
and an index occupying sixty pages. 

The Old Dominion: Her Making and Her Manners. By Thomas 
Nelson Page. (New York, Charles Scribner's Sons, igo8, pp. x, 394.) 
This is a collection of the by-products of a literateur. It is made up 
of nine chapters with the following titles: The Beginning of America; 
Jamestown, Birthplace of the American People; Colonial Life; the 
Revolutionary Movement; Jefferson and the University of Virginia; 
the Southern People during Reconstruction; the Old Dominion since 
the W a r ; an Old Neighborhood in Virginia; and the Old Virginia 
Sunday. Most of these chapters were delivered as addresses and there 
is therefore no unity or systematic connection between the parts of 
the book. 

Mr. Page is confessedly an artist who looks with contempt upon 
the scientific historian, as latter day students of history have been 
called (p. 46). I t is therefore with some trepidation that the present 
writer undertakes to estimate the value of his book. One thing is 
evident: that historically nothing new or fresh has been attempted. 
Even the point of view is nowise novel. In fact it is traditional Vir
ginia which is described—colonial lords and ladies, or close imitators: 
the gentleman, who would have answered to a description of a Walpole 
Tory fox-hunter; the unfortunate class who have not the right to the 
title gentleman; and the negro, appear each in his accustomed place. 
The Revolution with all its bitterness, class hatred and shrewd political 
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manceuvres is pictured to us, but nowhere a note of disagreement or of 
strife. To Mr. Page all was friendly, though formal, berufiSed, sweet-
scented, genial, happy. The idea that Patrick Henry, of Mr. Page's 
own county, packed a jury to win a questionable fight would completely 
upset our author's equilibrium. 

Reconstruction in the South was bad enough, as all the world knows; 
its picture on the pages of our history is but a black daub. Mr. Page 
simply throws another bottle of ink upon the spot. The story of Vir
ginia's rise from the ruin of 1865 is conventional; but the chapters 
An Old Virginia Neighborhood and an Old Virginia Sunday are worthy 
of Mr. Page's better days. They portray social conditions and country 
life in Virginia in a thoroughly interesting way, but for the too frequent 
rose-water baths to which the author treats our writers and our insti
tutions. The historically-minded reader will nevertheless know how to 
discriminate. 

A note which runs through all Mr. Page has ever written is evident 
here also: the judgment and the language are too frequently those of 
one who supposes character to be absolutely determined by status. All 
heroic characters are gentlemen; the villains are outside the charmed 
circle. This is not life; it is not even ante-bellum Virginia life. 

WILLIAM E . DODD. 

The Revolution on the Upper Ohio, 1775-1777. Draper Series, 
Volume II. Edited by Reuben Gold Thwaites, LL.D., and Louise 
Phelps Kellogg, Ph.D. (Madison, Wisconsin Historical Society, 1908, 
pp. XX, 275.) This is a volume compiled largely from the Draper 
Manuscripts in the Library of the Wisconsin Historical Society and 
published at the expense of the Society of the Sons of the American 
Revolution of that state. It is, as we are informed, the first of two 
volumes, both bearing upon the conduct of the Revolutionary War on 
the Upper Ohio River, 1775-1776. The events herein chronicled follow 
so closel)' upon those of Lord Dunmore's War in 1774 that they are 
inseparably connected with them. Hostilities between the Virginia— 
now West Virginia—frontiersmen and the united Indian nations of the 
Ohio wilderness began in the early part of this year. Tidings of blood
shed on the border of civilization were borne to Williamsburg, and 
Lord Dunmore ordered General Andrew Lewis to collect fifteen hun
dred men in Augusta County and adjacent territory, and proceed to 
the mouth of the Great Kanawha River, the object being the invasion 
of the Indian country northwest of the Ohio. Crossing the Blue Ridge 
to the Shenandoah Valley and establishing his headquarters at " Green-
way Court", Dunmore mustered there a force of about twelve hundred 
men and proceeded to the Indian towns on the Scioto. Here he was 
joined by the division under General Lewis who had defeated the In
dians at the mouth of the Great Kanawha, October 10, 1774, in the 
most fiercely contested battle ever waged with them in the valley of 
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